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Executive Summary
Despite economic uncertainty, Gartner is predicting continued market growth for RAID-based disk storage, led by a 30% increase in fabric-attached network storage environments. And although the price of
raw disk capacity is declining, infrastructure costs are skyrocketing, due to the high-cost of managing
large amounts of storage. The old maxim of throwing hardware at the storage problem is adding to the
challenge for IT, rather than solving it.

The dramatic rise in capacity and complexity of the
typical storage infrastructure is taxing the resources
of every enterprise IT department. A shortage of
staff skilled in the new storage technologies, increasing demands for the rapid implementation of applications that depend on storage systems, and
budget-tightening cost imperatives are combining to
create a storage-bound bottleneck in the IT infrastructure. The Vicom Storage Virtualization solution
removes this bottleneck.
With a storage management infrastructure
based on abstraction, Vicom Storage Virtualization
Engine (SVE) resides in the network, providing
UNIX and Windows application servers with a logical, consolidated view of multi-vendor storage hardware. Vicom SVE provides a central management
platform, giving administrators greater control of
large amounts of heterogeneous storage through
storage pooling, logical unit (LUN) management,
secure access control, and business continuation
features including remote replication, and performance tuning.
Vicom’s unique online data migration facility
leverages the Vicom SVE abstraction layer in providing non-disruptive movement of data between
multi-vendor storage systems. Representing a
tremendous advance from existing manual migration methods, Vicom SVE is able to deliver order-ofmagnitude improvements in the speed of migration,
and totally eliminate the need for business application outages. Effective in solving storage vendor
issues of backward compatibility, the migration
facility also gives IT executives enormous leverage in
provisioning Storage Area Network (SAN) resources
by eliminating a considerable barrier to switching
between vendor solutions.

This paper examines a range of issues facing
SAN administrators as they deal with the complexity of storage management in a SAN world.
Utilization efficiency, data availability, network
redundancy, performance, support for legacy storage systems and system upgrade paths are significant issues that require a new approach to
administration in the high-capacity, heterogeneous
world of networked storage.

Introduction
The rapid growth of networked storage capacity is raising the bar for staff entrusted with
administering this critical enterprise resource. Today’s computing environments contain a wide
variety of application server and storage hardware. Getting this mix of platforms to talk
together is a new and monumental challenge for many administrators.

SAN architectures, weaving together combinations of
storage and servers within a high-speed Fibre
Channel fabric, offer a foundation for addressing the
complexity of multi-protocol, multi-operating
system (OS) environments. But the reality of managing a mixed bag of newer SAN technology and existing SCSI and SSA storage can frustrate even the most
technically savvy IT organization.
Gartner recently estimated that corporations
will spend close to five times more on staffing and
organizational expenses related to storage than they
spend on hardware. The only way to cap this growing
cost is to improve storage administrator productivity,
allowing greater capacity to be managed by a smaller
number of people. Centralizing the administration of
all storage resources is the first step in this direction.
Abstraction is the second.
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Abstraction is the key to managing a pool of
storage with a wide variety of dissimilar protocols,
operating systems, formats and physical characteristics. The ability to mask differences in a heterogeneous pool of storage gives administrators and
applications a logical – virtual – view of all the
resources available to be exploited.
The virtualization of the entire pool of enterprise storage hardware allows a common suite of
management services and standards to be effectively
administered across all available resources.
Mirroring, backup, access control, storage partitioning, allocation, remote replication, migration and
performance tuning can be uniformly and consistently applied to a virtual pool of storage under
centralized management.

Vicom Storage Virtualization Engine
Vicom Storage Virtualization Engine (SVE)
combines a single, logical view of all networked storage with an all-encompassing, centrally administered
suite of storage management services. Mapping the
inbound read-write requests of application servers to
downstream storage devices, the network-based
Vicom SVE masks the physical characteristics of a
diverse pool of networked storage.
Vicom SVE provides administrators with a
common user interface for managing all networked
storage hardware. This allows consistent administration of all pooled resources using a comprehensive
suite of management services that include Virtual
LUN (VLUN) management (mirroring, partitioning,
concatenation, Instant Copy, movement and remote
replication), secure access control, data migration,
monitoring and performance tuning, and
backup/restore.
Vicom SVE offers an exceptionally scalable, fully
redundant architecture for deploying storage
networks. Support for multi-protocol storage systems,
through the use of Vicom bridging modules, enables
Vicom SVE to incorporate a wide variety of storage
hardware and application servers into the storage pool.
A SCALABLE DISTRIBUTED ARCHITECTURE

Based on a distributed in-band architecture, Vicom
SVE eliminates the need for a host server footprint.

SAN administration platforms vary in their ability to
accommodate growing storage capacity, owing to the
restrictions they place on the structure of the
network. There are three basic alternative management architectures:

» Host-based, supported by software residing on
each application server needing access to the SAN

» Storage-based, with software supplied by the

vendor of the storage hardware, and operating
only on that platform
» Network-based, operating from a dedicated appliance located in the network.
The administration platform holds critical device
mapping and access control information needed by
each application server requiring access to networked
storage. Choosing the most appropriate management
architecture is essential for long-term scalability,
ease-of-management, and performance of the SAN.
Both host-based and storage-based management
solutions have limited scalability. For administrators

coping with SAN access from a diverse array of application servers, maintaining management software on
each host can be time consuming and impractical.
Storage-based solutions tend to apply only to the hardware they were supplied with. This limits scalability to
the maximum size system supported by the vendor. It
also ties the organization to storage from that supplier.
Network-based management architectures
provide much greater scope for scalability. There are
two distinct flavors of this type of architecture.
Platforms in the path of the application data request
are referred to as in-band, or symmetric, and platforms out of the path of data are called out-of-band,
or asymmetric.
Out-of-band storage management architectures
require assistance from agent software, running on
the application host or the Host Bus Adapter (HBA),
to identify the location of a coordinating meta-server.
The reliance on the host capabilities raises the same
concerns as pure host-based management, and an
administrator’s ability to effectively exercise control
of all storage resources.
In-band solutions offer the most scalable and
manageable alternative, with the major architectural
consideration being the use of a general-purpose
computing platform – a PC running a common
third party OS – or a specialized, single-purpose
device, optimized for storage networking.
Vicom SVE offers a distributed in-band architecture. Benefiting from a dedicated hardware platform and a special-purpose OS, both optimized for
storage networking, Vicom SVE simplifies management complexity by eliminating the need for a host
server footprint. The distributed Vicom SVE provides
extraordinary scalability, unmatched by alternative
implementations. Each added SVE appliance
provides linear growth in both network throughput
and bandwidth.
INVESTMENT PROTECTION

Vicom SVE provides enhanced SAN interoperability
by enabling non-Fibre Channel storage hardware and
non-Fibre Channel-ready application servers to be
part of the SAN. Supporting SCSI servers, SSA and
SCSI storage arrays through Vicom protocol-converting hardware modules, Vicom SVE allows legacy
resources to be integrated into the storage network.
This gives IT executives investment protection for
already deployed non-Fibre Channel storage and
server equipment.
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Centralized SAN Administration
Vicom SVE offers a scalable approach to storage
management, enabling centralized administration
of the entire pool of networked storage, including
multiple SANs.

Despite the efficiency gains from consolidating storage in a SAN, administrators face immense challenges
as the total capacity and variety of storage hardware
being managed increases. Centralized administration
offers the only path to productivity gains.
The centralizing of storage administration
provides a basis for consistent data management
standards and policies applied across all available
resources. Vicom SVE gives administrators a single,
easy-to-use graphical and scriptable command line
interface to ease the management of multiple SANs
and diverse storage hardware.

and up. VLUNs give administrators enormous flexibility and control over storage allocation.
The online expandable VLUNs allow seamless
incremental increases in application storage capacity,
ensuring maximum utilization of all available
resources. As application demands for LUN space
increase, administrators need only to slice more
VLUNs out of the virtual pool.
As the base unit of operation for Vicom SVE,
VLUNs are available to be:

» Concatenated, creating high-performance
composite LUNs

» Mirrored, delivering improved data availability
» Copied, moved and migrated between physical
hardware, without requiring application
interruption
» Replicated across IP networks for business
continuance applications.

STORAGE POOLING

Vicom SVE creates a dynamic pool of storage,
maximizing utilization efficiency and allowing
granular control of storage allocation.

The move from captive server-attached storage to
pooled network storage creates substantial improvements in the efficient sharing and allocation of
resources. Dynamic partitioning of large devices into
multiple logical units boosts efficiency, and allows
administrators to exercise precise control over the
storage capacity allocated to individual application
servers.
Vicom SVE pools all available networked storage
hardware, creating a single shared resource.
Expanding networked storage capacity is as simple as
dropping more physical hardware into the pool.
Vicom SVE provides administrators with dynamic
slice and dice capabilities, allowing maximum flexibility in allocating storage resources.
Efficient Storage Allocation
At the root of Vicom SVE’s storage allocation benefits
is the VLUN. A virtual representation of physical space
that can exist anywhere in the pool of networked storage, VLUNs can be carved in any size, from 512MB
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Composite VLUNs
The abstraction of physical hardware characteristics
to a logical layer enables Vicom SVE to assemble
composite LUNs, spanning multiple physical drives.
Concatenating multiple VLUNs together, a composite will look and feel like a single VLUN to an application server, but provides huge performance
benefits. Virtual striping, a concatenation of VLUNs
from different devices, improves application
performance by spreading disk seeks across multiple
physical drives.
SECURE ACCESS CONTROL

As storage resources move out from the isolation of
direct server attachment and into the freewheeling
world of networks, security becomes a critical issue.
Availability of a storage device on the network does
not mean it is available to be mounted to any server.
Trusting application servers to enforce access restrictions may work for some organizations, but for many
it is a compromise. Without centrally administered
access policies under the control of a storage administrator, inadvertent or malicious use from an unauthorized or misbehaving server unknown to the
administrator can jeopardize security and integrity of
the entire storage network.

Centralized SAN Administration
SAN architectures offer two basic mechanisms
for access control:
» Host-based zoning, relying on agent software
running on the application server
» Switch-based zoning, controlling access at the
switch port level.
Placing enforcement and configuration of access
restrictions at the application server has the downside
of adding administrative complexity. Making configuration changes requires adjusting agent software at
each host or HBA, with the corresponding risk of
human error during reconfiguration. Maintaining
security at the host also makes it easier for a poorly
configured or unauthorized server to mount volumes
without the storage administrator’s knowledge,
compromising the entire storage network.
Switch-based zoning meets the requirement for
centralized configuration and non-server based security, but it lacks precision. Access can only be
restricted to a port or target storage device, not to
individual LUNs.
VLUN Masking
Vicom SVE provides secure, independent, and
precise access control based on LUN masking and
LUN carving.

VLUN masking provides a method for restricting
application server access to storage at the management platform. This flexible technique also provides
effective storage use policies, allowing multiple zone
settings that can be dynamically switched as needed.
An example of multiple storage access policies
might be a business application that requires access to
a database during normal business hours, but at night
requires additional workspace for performing
complex batch operations. Selectively providing
access to the additional space, using Vicom SVE
VLUN masking policies, can result in enhanced sharing of the pool of storage, with other users able to
access the workspace during business hours.
The combination of VLUN masking and VLUN
carving gives the administrator precise control over
access to storage devices in the SAN—essential in

maintaining the efficient allocation and utilization of
all storage resources.
CONTINUOUS AVAILABILITY

Vicom SVE supports continuous business access
to storage through a fully redundant network
topology, advanced mirroring techniques, support
for non-disruptive backups, and remote replication features.

The increased reliance on technology across a wide
range of business activities places a high premium on
system availability. Disaster does not have to involve a
catastrophic loss. Any system failure, for whatever
reason, can result in missing data leading to downtime, lost business, reduced productivity and even the
potential for legal problems.
Networked storage introduces a new range of
system components that can fail, but also offers solutions that were unavailable to administrators of serverattached storage. Network redundancy, sophisticated
mirroring, non-disruptive backups, and remote replication offer a combination of approaches that accommodate most situations causing data failure.
Network Redundancy
Network redundancy provides multiple connections between application servers and downstream
storage resources. Should a path fail, an application
server is able to take an alternate route to the same
storage location.
Vicom SVE supports a redundant network
topology that guarantees a path to data in the event of
an outage. Each Vicom SVE hardware appliance
holds logical to physical mapping information and
data access characteristics that ensure the smooth
operation of the SAN. Mapping data is automatically
synchronized between Vicom SVE hardware
modules. If a data path fails, an alternate Vicom SVE
will take-over responsibility for providing the host
with a path to the downstream storage.
VLUN Mirroring
Mirroring provides redundancy in the event of a failure in the physical storage hardware. The mirroring
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Figure 1. Redundant Vicom SVE topology

process maintains a duplicate image of the operational
data, with all write activity applied to both images. If
one image fails, the other can take up the load of
application read-write requests, ensuring continuous
operations. Mirrors give administrators a window of
time to repair and replace failures at the disk or data
level, without impacting business applications.
Simple 2-way mirroring has been available on
high-end storage hardware for many years. The challenge has been to provide 3- and 4-way mirroring in
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order to limit exposure to double- and triple-fault
outages—where multiple mirrors fail before the administrator can repair them. Mirroring across miscellaneous storage hardware is also becoming a necessity, as
deployments of low-cost JBODs (Just-a-Bunch-ofDisks), that lack mirroring capabilities, increase.
Vicom SVE supports 2-way and 3-way mirroring at the level of the VLUN, safeguarding business
applications against catastrophic data loss. The
unique VLUN approach enables mirroring across

Centralized SAN Administration
physically dissimilar devices. JBODs, high-end storage arrays, Fibre Channel, SSA and SCSI hardware
can each be the source and target of mirror copies.
The uniquely addressable Vicom SVE VLUN
Instant Copy (IC) drive provides another mirroring
alternative. Providing a potential fourth mirror
image, a VLUN IC drive can be split from the original
and used for data migration, backup and recovery.
Non-Disruptive Backup with VLUN
Instant Copy
Shifting the network-congesting traffic of backup
operations off the Local Area Network (LAN) and
onto a dedicated SAN is one of the principle benefits
of networked storage. However, as more applications
move to the SAN, resource contention between backup
server, application server, and storage can create
performance problems. Using low-impact full-image
copy techniques to create a point-in-time data image,
accessible by the backup server, relieves contention and
eliminates the performance bottleneck.
Vicom SVE VLUN IC drive supports third party
backup and recovery software for a non-disruptive,
LAN-free backup facility. The IC drive produces a
point-in-time, logical device snapshot and is configured to use a separately addressable LUN. The drive
can be mounted to a backup server alleviating I/O
contention on operational data. Allocating multiple
VLUN IC drives enable simultaneous copy and
backup operations.
A scripting interface, available on most flavors of
UNIX and Windows, allows Vicom SVE to support
multi-vendor backup and recovery software products, native database backup and recovery
commands.

Cost-Effective Remote Replication Over IP
Remote Replication offers an automated method of
sending operational data off-site to a warm- or hotstandby data center. If anything happens to the
primary storage location, a natural disaster for example, the remote copy is available for use by applications at an alternate site.
Vicom SVE provides remote, network-based
asynchronous replication, using either continuous
mirroring or point-in-time copy techniques. Source
VLUNs are mirrored to one or more remote SANs,
over a Fibre Channel or IP network, allowing copies
of data to be hosted at multiple sites. Vicom SVE’s
flexible support for a wide range of storage hardware
and protocols allows replication between dissimilar
storage devices. This makes it possible for cost effective disaster planning, using high-end storage devices
at a primary site, low-cost JBODs at a remote replication site, and an existing IP infrastructure connection.
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Online Cross-Vendor Data Migration
Vicom SVE dramatically simplifies and automates
migration between cross-vendor storage systems,
giving an order-of-magnitude time advantage
over manual migration methods.

Migrating data from one storage system to another is
a considerable headache for administrators. Ranging
from relatively straightforward backward compatibility fixes, faced when upgrading legacy systems to
same-vendor state-of-the-art storage arrays, to the
complexities of migrating between different vendor
storage solutions, the current variables involved are
mind-boggling. Different file systems, different
volume management methodologies, and different
device characteristics can all add up to weeks of planning and then hours, if not days, of manually
executed migration. Moreover, the migration often
must take place during off-hours in order to minimize business system outages.
The manual migration process requires a wholesale copy of data from one array to another. While
very small systems can be piped over a fast network
connection to a new array, the typical migration path
requires: turning off the source system; backing data
up to tape; restoring at the target system; and reconfiguring the target LUN and device mappings before
bringing the target array online.
The need for a system outage long enough to
perform a migration, and the consequent risk from a
multi-step manual process, adds up to a daunting task
for administrators. This complexity also gives IT
management pause for thought when considering
migration between different storage vendor solutions.
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Vicom SVE changes the nature of migrating
from one storage array to another. Leveraging the
hardware abstraction and mirroring capabilities of
Vicom SVE, the migration process is accomplished
without going to intermediary media and without
interrupting business applications.
Using Vicom SVE VLUN mirroring feature, a
mirror copy of source data is created on the new
target array. The migrate-start command performs a
direct block-level copy between source and target
VLUNs over the SAN. The migrate-complete then
transfers LUN maps between the source and target.
As with any mirroring scenario, data writes that
happen during the synchronization process are kept
consistent between both sides of the mirror, allowing the migration to take place during normal business hours.

Conclusion
Even modest sized organizations now face rocketing
growth of enterprise storage capacity. Moreover,
despite continually declining hardware prices, shortage of skilled staff remains a principle bottleneck.
Gartner points to the need for enterprise IT to scale
their storage capacity tenfold, while retaining the
same "people print" for managing the storage. The
only way to achieve such a productivity boost is to
provide efficient administration of all networked
storage resources.
Vicom Storage Virtualization Engine (SVE)
provides the only effective solution to the problem of
enterprise network storage administration.
Virtualization is the key to productivity gains that
allow IT executives to manage the growing demand for
storage. The scalable, distributed architecture of Vicom
SVE offers a fully redundant, centralized platform for
applying consistent management policies and administration to a wide variety of storage hardware.

Vicom Systems is in a unique position to deliver
on the promise of SAN management. With years of
experience providing OEM storage solutions to
major systems vendors, Vicom has the domain
expertise, support structures and track record to
ensure success in managing business-critical data
connectivity.
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